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HOMOGENEOUS HESSIAN MANIFOLDS
by Hirohiko SHIMA Introduction.
In [8] [9] [10] we introduced the notion of Hessian manifolds and studied the geometry of such manifolds. We first recall the definition of Hessian manifolds (*). Let M be a flat affine manifold, i.e., M admits open charts (U^, {x^,...,^}) such that M = U Uâ nd whose coordinate changes are all affine functions. Such local coordinate systems {x^,...,x^} will be called affine local coordinate systems. Throughout this paper the local expressions for geometric concepts on M will be given in terms of affine local coordinate systems. covariant differential with respect to the flat affine structure on M. Using D we may define the exterior differentiation for cotangent bundle valued forms. We know that a Riemannian metric g is Hessian if and only if the cotangent bundle valued 1-form g°c orresponding to g has an exterior differential zero [8] ;
D^°(Y) -D^°(X) -g°([X, Y]) = 0
for all vector fields X, Y on M. A flat affine manifold provided (*) In this paper for the sake of brevity we adopt the term of Hessian instead of locally Hessian used in [8] [9] [10] . For homogeneous Kahlerian manifolds Vinberg and Gindikin proposed the following conjecture and settled the related problems [1] [14] .
Every homogeneous Kahlerian manifolds admits a holomorphic fibering, whose base space is holomorphically isomorphic with a homogeneous bounded domain, and whose fiber is, with the induced Kahlerian structure, isomorphic with the direct product of a locally flat homogeneous Kahlerian manifold and a simply connected compact homogeneous Kahlerian manifold.
In this paper we consider analogous problems for homogeneous Hessian manifolds and obtain the following results.
MAIN THEOREM. -Let M be a connected homogeneous Hessian manifold. Then we have
1) The domain of definition E^. for the exponential mapping exp^ at x € M given by the flat affine structure is a convex domain. Moreover E^. is the universal covering manifold of M with affine projection exp^: E^ -^ M . (ii) The null space of j3 at x E M coincides with E^ . In particular (hi) j3 = 0 if and only if E^ = T^M and it is a Euclidean space with respect to the induced metric.
2) The universal covering manifold E^ of M has a decomposition E^ = E^ + E^

(iv) j8 is positive definite if and only if Ey is an affine homogeneous convex domain not containing any full straight line.
In [5] Kobayashi considered pseudo-distances c^ , Cj^ , dâ nd d^ on a flat affine (more generally flat projective) manifold M (see also [11] At the conclusion of this introduction we show the relation between Hessian manifolds and Kahlerian manifolds. Let M be a flat affine manifold and let TT : TM -> M be the tangent bundle over M with projection TT . Then the space TM admits in a natural way a complex structure induced by the flat affine structure on M. Indeed, for an affine local coordinate system {x l ,...,x n } we put
.., n. The systems {z 1 ,..., z"} defined as above give a complex structure on TM (cf. [2] we know that dp = 0 if and only if -^-= -^4-, which is equivaQx^ 3;c 1 lent to ^ being Hessian (cf. [8] ). q.e.d.
Proof of Main Theorem 1) .
In this section we prove the first part of Main Theorem along the same line as Koszul [6] [7] . Let Proof. -Let g be the Lie algebra of the automorphism group Aut(M). For X E g we denote by X* the vector field on M induced by exp (-tX 
and so X*0 is an affme function in x 1 ,..., x" . Thus --= ^ rf. X*0 is a regular rational function in x 1 ,...,^" on W, and also on U because p is an arbitrary point in U.
q.e.d.
We now need the following lemma due to Koszul [7] . 
Normal Hessian algebras.
Let ft be an affine homogeneous domain in R" with an invariant Hessian metric g. In this section we first show that K admits a simply transitive triangular subgroup of Aut(^2) and using this we construct a normal Hessian algebra (Definition 2.3). According to Theorem 2.1 the study of affine homogeneous domains with invariant Hessian metric is reduced to that of normal Hessian algebras.
Let A(n) denote the group of all affine transformations of R" and Aff(^2) the set of all elements in A(n) leaving ft invariant. Then it is easy to see that Aff(ft) is a closed subgroup of A(n). Denoting by 1(0) the group of all isometries of S2 with respect where §^. is Kronecker's delta. Representing affine transformations in terms of x 1 ,...,^" it follows K C 0(n) where 0(n) is the orthogonal matrix group. Therefore K is a compact subgroup of Auto (ft). Let K' be a maximal compact subgroup of Auto (ft) containing K. Then there exists a fixed point p' ^ ft for K' because ft is a convex domain. Taking a G Auto (ft) such that ap' = p we get aK'a' 1 C K. Since aK'a' 1 is a maximal compact subgroup of Auto (ft) we obtain K = dK'a~1 and so K is a maximal compact subgroup of Auto (ft), q.e.d.
A subgroup T of A(n) is said to be triangular if the linear parts of the transformation in T can be written as upper triangular matrices with respect to some afflne coordinate system. By Proposition 2.1 and by a theorem of Vinberg [12] we get a decomposition Auto (ft) = TK, where T and K are a maximal connected triangular subgroup and a maximal compact subgroup of Auto (ft) respectively, and TOK consists of the unit element only. Using this together with Proposition 2.2 we have Choose a point o G ft and an affme coordinate system {x 1 ,..., x"} such that x i (o)=0 O'=l,...,^). Let T be a connected triangular subgroup of Aut(ft) acting simply transitively on ft and t the Lie algebra of T. For X G t we denote by X* the vector field on ft induced by a one parameter subgroup of
where /(X)j and q(X)' are constants determined by X. Let V be the tangent space of S2 at o. Define mappings q:
Then we have We now define an operation of multiplication in V by the formula
The algebra V with this multiplication is called the algebra of the affine homogeneous domain ^l with respect to the point o E ^2 and the simply transitive connected triangular group T. Using the notation
for x , ^ , z ^ V . The conditions (4), (5) and (6) are mutually equivalent.
DEFINITION 2.1 -An algebra satisfying one of the conditions (4) (5) ((j) is said to be left symmetric (cf. Vinberg [ 13]). DEFINITION 2.2. -A left symmetric algebra is said to be normal if all operators L^ have only real eigenvalues (cf. [13]).
Let < , > denote the inner product on V given by the Hessian metric. Then we have
for all ;c,^,zGV (cf. [8] Conversely we shall prove that a normal Hessian algebra determines an affine homogeneous domain with an invariant Hessian metric.
Let V be a normal Hessian algebra endowed with an inner product (,). Let {^,...,^} be an orthonormal basis of V with respect to <, ) and {x 1 ,..., x"} the affine coordinate system on V given by v = ^ x^v) e, for all v E V . We denote by f(a) e GL(V) 
and so t(V) = {X^ | v G V} forms a Lie algebra. Let T(V) denote the connected Lie subgroup of A(n) generated by t(V). We denote bŷ (V) the open orbit of T(V) through the origin 0 ; ^(V) = T(V) 0, which we call the affine homogeneous domain corresponding to V.
We first show that T(V) acts simply transitively on ^2(V). By (8) the isotropy subgroup B of T(V) at 0 is discrete. Suppose 6GB. Since the exponential mapping exp : t(V) -^ T(V) is surjective because T(V) is triangular, there exists X^ G t (V) such that b = expX^ . If we put b' = exp 1/2 X^ , then we have 0 = 60 = b^O = f(6') q(Z/) + q(Z/) and so f(6') q(6') = -q(6'). Since f(b') = exp (-1/2 L^,) and since Ly, is triangular, the eigenvalues of f(6') are all positive. This means 6'0=q(6')=0 and so b' == exp 1/2 X^ G B . By the same argument we have exp 1/2" X^ GB for all non-negative integer n. Thus X^ = 0 because B is discrete. Therefore B consists of the unit element only and T(V) acts simply transitively on ^(V). Choose an element a G T(V) and define an isomorphism v -> v' of V by a~1 exp tX^* a = exp tX^ . Then we have
Let D denote the natural flat linear connection on n(V) given by D^=0. Put Ax*=Lx*-Dx* where L^* and D^ are the Lie differentiation and the covariant differentiation by a vector field X* respectively. We have
for all x G ft(V). Since A^* is a derivation of the algebra of tensor fields and maps every function into zero and since L^*g = 0, it follows (D^g) (X,* , X:) = g(A^ , X:) + g(X^ . A^X;).
Using ( This together with (7) (13) implies (D^g) (X,*,X:) = (Dx^) (X,*,X:), and so g is a Hessian metric (cf. [8] ).
Let ft be an affine homogeneous domain in R" with an invariant Hessian metric and V the normal Hessian algebra of ft with respect to 0 ^ ft and a simply transitive triangular group. Identifying the tangent space V of ft at 0 with R" the domain ft(V) corresponding to V coincides with ft . Therefore we have THEOREM 2.1.
-Let V be a normal Hessian algebra. Then the domain ft(V) constructed as above is an affine homogeneous domain with invariant Hessian metric. All affine homogeneous domains with invariant Hessian metric are obtained in this way.
DEFINITION 2.4 (cf. [3]). -A normal left symmetric algebra U is called a clan if it admits a linear function cj satisfying the condition (i) o?(x • y) = o)(y ' x) for all x,y^\J,
Remark. -Let U be a clan with c^?. If we put (x , y > = o;(x • y), then <, ) is an inner product on U satisfying the condition (7) and so U is a normal Hessian algebra.
The following theorem is due to Vinberg [ 13] .
THEOREM 2.2. -Let V be a clan. Then the domain ft(V) is an affine homogeneous convex domain not containing any full straight line. All affine homogeneous convex domains not containing any full straight line are obtained in this way.
Structure of normal Hessian algebras.
In this section we state a fundamental theorem for normal Hessian algebras. Let V be a normal Hessian algebra. For later use we prepare some lemmas. 
(ii) is a consequence of (i). Using (7) (ii) U is a clan. Proof. -Since I is a commutative ideal of V and since s's = s, applying Lemma 3.3 it follows that the restriction of Ly on I is symmetric and its eigenvalues are 0,1/2 and moreover R^ = 2L, on I. Let x G U^ , a E 1^ . By Theorem 3.1 (iii) we obtain
Proof. -For x G U^ , y E U^ we have s'(x-y) = (s'x)'y -^-x'(s'y) -(x's)
and so a'x^I^_^ .
qe.d. 
5> -(a's, s) -(s, a's) = (-3X + \)(a,s)
and so (a, s) = 0 because X = 0, 1/2. This implies s and I are orthogonal. Applying this, for a C 1^ , x E U^ we obtain
and 0 = (s'x , a) + (x , s' a) -(x ' s, a) -(s, x ' a) = (X -JLI + l)<a,;c>. This shows <fl,x>=0. Therefore I and U are orthogonal, q.e.d.
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The case u' u = u .
Since V is a normal left symmetric algebra, by Lie's Theorem there exists an element u ^= 0 G V such that x'u=K(x)u for all x G V, where K is a linear function on V. Multiplying u by non-zero scalar (if necessary) the following two cases are possible ;
In this section we consider the case u' u = u and prove the following. (ii) V, = {u}. /^ particular V^ + V^ ;5 ^ ;rf^/ o/ V wY/z principal idempotent u and VQ /5 a subalgebra.
Let P denote the kernel of R,, ;
V={^}+P.
Indeed for p G P we have
which implies (2) . (3) follows from x -K(x)u^f for all xGV. 
where a is a constant determined by p not depending on t. Using this for x = cu + p E V (c G R, p G P) we obtain {u, exp tL^x) = <^ , C^K + exp tL^p)
where a, b are constants determined by x not depending on t. Applying Lemma 3.2 and (5) we have for p , q G P rf -<exptL^, exptL^) = (u, exptLJp.<?)) = ^-r + 6^, and consequently <exp tL^p , exp tL^(7 > = -ae~t 4-6^ + c ,
where a, 6 and c are constants determined by p , q not depending on t. From (6) it follows that L^ is diagonalizable on P. Indeed, if Ly is not diagonalizable on P there exist non-zero elements p , q G P such that L^p = \p , L^q = \q + p . We have then <exp tL^ , exp iL^q ) = <^p , e^q 4-^r^ > = te 2^ (p,p)+ e 2^ <p,q}, which contradicts to (6) . Let X be an eigenvalue of L^ on P and p ^ 0 G P an eigenvector corresponding to X . It follows then
On the other hand (6) implies -<exp tL^p, exp tL^p) = ae'~t + 6^ .
Therefore we obtain 2\(p,p)e 2xt =ae-t ^be t ,
consequently X = 0 , 1/2 , -1/2 . By (4) we get (p , u > ^+ 1^ = a, so (p, u) = 0 and a = 0 because X + 1 =^ 0. Let P^ denote the eigenspace of L^ in P corresponding to X . From Lemma 4.1 and (3) it follows
where V^ = {^}, V^ = P^ and VQ = Po.
LEMMA 4.2. -77^ decomposition (8) is orthogonal and we have P^.P^CV^.
Proo/ -For p G P^ and (7 G P we havê 
where a, b, c are constants independent of r. Let X be an eigenvalue of Lu on P and p i= 0 G P an eigenvector corresponding to X. By (2) 
In fact for x , y G V we have
because L^ = 0, V. u C {u} and L^V C P. Let M-x4-X^,^.^4-^E V°) (x , ^ E V , X , JLI G R). Using (1) and (3) we get
We have then ^ • x = ^ (^ E R) and
In the same way (u ' y 4-ixu)' xE V (l) . Therefore we have The other relations V 0^ • V 0^ C V 0 '^ are trivial, q.e.d.
If v^ = V, then V^ = {u} is a commutative ideal of V and consequently Proposition 5.1 is proved. From now on we assume V^ =7^= V . Since V^ is a subalgebra of dimension less than dim V , by the inductive hypothesis we have V^ = I + U, where I is a commutative ideal of V^ and U is a subalgebra with a principal idempotent s.
Proof. -According to Lemma 3.6* it follows
This and V^.V^ = {0} imply V^ CI.
q.e.d. 
This means x • a , a • x ^ V^ . q.e.d.
If I = V^ , Lemma 5.4 implies that I is a commutative ideal of V containing u and Proposition 5.1 is proved. Henceforth we assume I ^ V^ , i.e., U^{0}.
Let s be a principal idempotent of U. Since V^ C I and since V^0 is invariant by Ly and R,, by Lemma 3.3 we have:
The restriction of L, on V^ is symmetric and its eigenvalues are 0,1/2. Therefore denoting by V^0 the eigenspace of L^ corresponding to X we obtain the orthogonal decomposition yd) = V^0 + V% .
R, = 2L, on V^.
We set s -u = au . From (8) it follows u ' s = 2s -u = 2au. Thus Consider the graded algebra V associated to the filtered algebra V : V = V^0 4-V^ 4-V^ + V^ , where V<° = V<° / V 0 '( -i < i < i) and V^ = V (2) . For xCV 0^ we denote by x the element in V^ corresponding to x and by L^ (resp. R^) the left (resp. right) multiplication by ~x . 
for all x E V<-° , which implies L^-L^-= L^-(L^--a)_ on V^0 . Using this together with (7) the restriction of Ly on V^0 is diagonalizable and has eigenvalues a, a + 1/2. This shows (ii). By ( The subspace W^ is invariant by Ly. In fact for aEW^ using (8) , (9) proof -For each AGV^^ we denote by b^ the element in W^ such that ~b^ =6"'. Let a^V^, 6'EV^ and cGV^-0 .
By Lemma 5.7 we see ~b' = £4 G V^ , 7 = ^ E V^ and a".'&' G V^^^^ . We first prove (i) (a'~b f )'~c f = 0.
